
          Palmar Arches: 
There are two transverse arches, four longitudinal arches, and four diagonal or oblique arches of 
opposition in your hands. These arches shape the hand to grasp differently-shaped objects, direct the 
skilled movements of the fingers, and grade the power of grasps. All skilled movements within the hands 
work off of these arches. For a tour, cup your hands as if you are going to scoop up water. Now pinch your 
thumb and pinky together. Take a moment to marvel at all the positions your thumb can reach across 
your palm and fingers.  
 
Some small amount of palmar arch development is present at birth, but most of it takes place as we 
develop in our first few years. When we weight-bear on our palms (crawling and scooting), we 
strengthen the muscles that pull the pinky side of our hand up into an arch. Children who didn't spend 
much time crawling often need some extra work on their hand arches. Those pinky-side muscles, the 
muscles running from the base of our thumbs, from bone to bone in the hand, and at the base of each 
finger continue to strengthen as we begin to grasp onto large (stuffed animal) and then later small 
(cheerios) objects. By Kindergarten, these arches should be pretty well-developed and ready to work 
with large-diameter writing tools.  
 
I test these arches by asking children to cup their hands and shake dice, to "make spiders" on a table with 
their fingers, and to move their pinky and thumb together and apart several times. I look for the depth of 
the "bowl" in the palm and for movement at the base of the pinky to pull it up into opposition to thumb. 
There should also be wrinkling of the muscles along the pinky-side of the palm as the muscles there 
contract.  
 
For exercises to work on developing the arches of the hands: 

▪ Clay or play dough, especially rolled on table or between two hands with cupped palms  
▪ Knife for cutting play dough with "proper" knife grasp  
▪ Use a rolling ravioli-maker or dressmaker's wheel to cut snakes of therapy putty  
▪ Small beads or games requiring holding a handful of objects in cupped palm.  
▪ Pour rice or sand into child's hand and "see how much you can hold before it spills"  
▪ Paper-tearing, e.g. for collages  
▪ Large, whole-hand spray bottles: spray the plants or make art by spraying tissue paper over white paper 

so it bleeds its color when wet 
▪ Tongs or large tweezers (games include Bedbugs, Operation, and Zoo sticks  
▪ Dice games - must shake dice in cupped hands, "so you can hear them click" 
▪ Chinese hand balls 
▪ Tennis ball buddy: make your own here.  
▪ The Taco Game - group game where you have to hold a foam "taco" closed with one hand while rolling 

dice and adding pieces with the other 



▪ Touch each finger to thumb. For extra challenge, have someone else use their pinkies, hooked, to try to 
pull apart the circle of your thumb-to-finger. You should be able to resist until they get to your ring and 
pinky fingers.  

▪ Use chisel erasers (the old-fashioned erasers you can put onto the end of pencils) to pick up small items. 
Hold the erasers between thumb and index finger of each hand and use the flat/round edge to pick up 
dice or cubes or dominoes or Jenga pieces, or whatever and arrange them. You can pretend that the 
pieces are electrically charged, and if you touch them directly you will get a shock!  

▪ Spider on the mirror: place fingertips of one hand against like fingertips on other. Make the "spider" and 
its mirror image move different legs in different way 
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